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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we explore the idea of distilling small networks
for object detection task. More specifically, we propose a twostage approach to learn more compact and efficient detectors
under the single-shot object detection framework by leveraging knowledge distillation. During the 1st stage, we learn the
feature maps of the student model for each of the prediction
head from the teacher model. Instead of fitting the whole feature map directly, here we propose the mask guided structure
including not only the entire feature map (i.e. global features)
but also region features covered by the object (i.e. local features), which can significantly improve the performance of
the student network. For the 2nd stage, the ground-truth is
used to further refine the performance. Experimental results
on PASCAL VOC and KITTI dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach. We achieve 56.88% mAP
on VOC2007 at 143 FPS with the backbone of 1/8 VGG16.
Index Terms— Object detection, knowledge distillation
1. INTRODUCTION
Current state-of-the-art object detector can be divided into
two categories: single-stage detector and two-stage detector.
The representative method for two-stage is Faster R-CNN [1],
which uses Region Proposal Network (RPN) to generate proposals and R-CNN for further classification and regression.
By removing the second stage processing step, the single
stage detectors such as YOLO and SSD have shown great superiority in running speed. In spite of this, growing needs for
deploying detectors on resource constrained devices such as
mobile phones or embedded devices. Thus network compression has drawn a significant amount of interest.
There are a large amount of methods working on model
compression, including three ways: pruning, quantization and
knowledge distillation. Pruning is a method to trim the network by removing redundant connections between neurons
of adjacent layers. A strategy proposed in Deep Compression [2, 3] shows effectiveness by iteratively pruning each
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layer and then fine-tuning the whole network. Quantization
is not widely used since its performance relies heavily on implementation. Knowledge Distillation is proposed by Hinton [4], making use of the knowledge extracted from teacher
model to guide student model. More specifically, they divide
the logits before softmax by a manually set parameter T , then
minimize the cross entropy loss between probability predicted
from small and large model. FitNet [5] aims to learn both
middle feature maps and classification results, it first guides
the student model with hints from teacher model, then distills
knowledge for further improvements.
Obviously, previous compression methods mostly concentrate on the image classification task, which may not be
suitable for the object detection task due to varied object locations and categories within the same image. Though recent
works such as [6, 7] have been proposed, there is still few
applications to compress models for object detection directly
since the soft target of knowledge distillation only works on
the softmax function. For the object detection task, it requires to predict both localization and the category of each
instance, thus distilling the classification alone does not leads
to promising results. On the other side, as a higher level vision task compared to image classification, it usually requires
the ImageNet pre-trained step and more training epoches to
acquire a usable detector. However small models can hardly
obtain a competitive classification result, e.g. our self-trained
1/8 VGG16 only achieves 44.58% for Top-1 accuracy, which
may lead to poor performance as a pre-trained model to train
the following detectors.
Therefore, in this paper, to further improve the detection performance with compressed models, we propose mask
guided knowledge distillation, a stage-wise model compression approach for efficiently training single-stage object detectors with small backbones. Specifically, we simultaneously
minimize the whole feature map (i.e. global features) and the
features inside target regions (i.e. local features). Due to the
difficulty of directly implement local and global feature fitting, we introduce mask guided structure to implement local
and global feature fitting in an efficient way. Here we choose
SSD detector as our basic detection framework for its remark-

able running speed with comparable detection performance.
More specifically, we define SSD detectors with large
backbones such as VGG16 or ResNet50 as teachers while
the target detector with rather smaller models as students.
Firstly, we imitate both the global and local information of
the last few layers for student model following [5], providing
better initial parameters for finetuning in next stage. Other
than directly distilling features between students and teachers,
our method also distills some regions mainly based on their
bounding boxes that related to the object locations, which
shows more stable and better results for the object detection
task. Those regions are determined by hard example mining with high confidence, indicating the existence of objects,
which we name as local mask. To preserve the background
information, we add matrix of ones (i.e., global mask) to local mask. Secondly, we push student model to learn the exact
locations and categories only supervised by the ground-truth.
In summary, our main contribution are listed as follows:

and feature adaption. Due to the problem of class imbalance, they also add a parameter λ to emphasize background
in knowledge distillation.
The above two methods designed for detection both implement their idea in two stage detector. However, for single
stage detector such as SSD, we cannot simply mimic the region features. The reason is that single stage detector does not
have RoI Pooling, it directly predicts the regression value and
classification result in an end-to-end way, hence things can
be totally different. But they share some similar places since
SSD is a multiple classes RPN. On the other hand, though [7]
can be apply in SSD, roughly fitting global feature does not
offer satisfied performance and simultaneously learning hints
and ground-truth is not a proper training strategy according to
our experiments. Therefore, in the following section we describe our mask guided knowledge distillation for single stage
detector.

• We propose mask guided knowledge distillation, an
novel knowledge distillation framework for object detection.
• We propose a mask guided feature fitting structure to
combine global feature fitting and local feature fitting
together in an efficient way, which helps speed up the
training procedure significantly.
• Our method can achieve notable compression ratio on
detection tasks, dropping 2.64% with only 1/4 parameters and achieve much more promising results compared to the pre-trained models with only 1/64 parameters on PASCAL VOC 2007.
2. RELATED WORK
Model compression has been an increasingly active area these
years which aims to achieve thinner but more accurate model.
Some methods iteratively prune model layer by layer, while
others guide small model with larger one. FitNet [5] proposed
to regress the feature maps between two network. It also inherits the superiority of knowledge distillation, learning relative relation between classes supervised by soft target. The
advantage of FitNet is that features learned in 1st stage can be
served as pre-train model for next stage.
More recently, distillation methods [6, 7] designed for object detection shows effectiveness in various thin network.
For mimicking RPN, Li et al. [6] supervises network with
ground-truth and features after RoI Pooling. Since RPN predicts around 300 proposals, it does not consume much time
to mimick features. While mimicking R-CNN, they simply
train network supervised by ground-truth and logit matching.
Compared with [6], Chen et al.[7] directly mimics the whole
feature map and propose several tricks for improvement, including weighted cross entropy, teacher bounded regression

3. OUR APPROACH
3.1. Overview
Similar to the knowledge distillation of image classification,
here we choose the SSD detectors with large backbones (e.g.
VGG16 or ResNet50) as teachers and use them to guide the
training procedure of the students, i.e. SSD detectors with
much smaller backbones. All the other parameters follow the
settings of SSD300 in [8] unless specified otherwise. Here
the student models are simply generated by removing part of
channels in convolutional layers of teacher models. That is,
1/n model means a model with the same architecture but only
1/n channels remains compared with original model. Note
that for those appended layers after backbone, we keep them
as before, because the backbone determines the information
carried by feature maps, and it is the most time-consuming
part. As shown in Fig 1, regions covering objects are highlighted in the heat map of local mask, indicating regions with
target information to fit. Here we call this feature fitting procedure as local feature fitting. On the contrary, there is no
highlight in global mask since we want the global feature fitting procedure to capture the whole feature map information
for efficient feature fitting.

3.2. Global Feature Fitting
Since the global feature represents the feature map extracted
from the whole input image, our global feature fitting procedure for a SSD detector is similar with the classification
task described in FitNet [5]. We first add a regressor layer
after student model to match the output size of corresponding layer in teacher model, and then calculate the euclidean
loss between them. The loss function optimized by student
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Fig. 1: An overview of our mask guided knowledge distillation approach for object detection. The upper detector, SSD300 with
VGG16, serves as the teacher network to guide the training procedure of the bottom detector with a much thinner backbone.
Mask for each fitting layer is visualized in the right side, including global and local masks.
network is defined as below:
LGlobal =

1 X 1 g
λ kui − r(vi )k22
2N
Di i

tion is defined as following:
(1)

i∈M

Here, ui is the feature map of layer i from teacher model,
also vi is from student model, followed by a regression layer
r. M denotes the number of fitting layers. Then LGlobal
is normalized by Di , which is the dimension of each feature map. Assuming that we use the VGG16 as the teacher
model and the 1/8 VGG16 as the student, for conv4 3 layer,
D = 512 × 38 × 38. In addition, we need balance parameters
λgi for layer i with different depth, since the numerical value
in each loss layer vary across order of magnitude. However,
fitting global feature is too strict for student model, as not all
positions are equally useful for prediction.

3.3. Local Feature Fitting
In global feature fitting, the entire feature map gets counted
in loss. However, for the object detection task, the prediction
header that used for object category classification or location
regression should pay more attention on the target object area.
In oder to help the student detector focus on the target area
within the whole feature map, here we introduce the local
feature fitting to make full use of the ground-truth bounding
boxes. For each predicted bounding box after hard example
mining, we find its corresponding bounding box and perform
pooling operation in its region. Those bounding boxes have
higher scores, indicating foreground regions. The loss func-

LLocal =

1 X X 1 l (k)
(k)
λ kpi − r(qi )k22
(k) i
2N
D
i∈M k∈R

(2)

R indicates set of bounding boxes with high confidence proposed by student model. Teacher and student model both
(k)
use bounding box k for pooling. pi is the feature pooled
(k)
from teacher model, while qi is from student model. Note
that they are fed with the same set of bounding boxes proposed from student network. D(k) is the dimension of feature pooled from bounding box k. Suppose we pool features from conv4 3 layer, which has a bounding box of
(xmin , ymin , xmax , ymax ), then D(k) = 512 × (dxmax e −
bxmin c) × (dymax e − bymin c). Even so, the experimental
results we observed are not satisfied when only fitting local
features. We believe that it is because local feature fitting is
to loose for optimization, while global feature fitting is too
strict.
3.4. Mask Guided Feature Fitting
Combined with global feature fitting and local feature fitting,
we can obtain our mask feature fitting. It can be defined as
below:
LReg = LGlobal + λLLocal
(3)
The balance parameter λ controls the importance of global
fitting and local fitting contributing to total regression loss.
Generally, we set λ to 0.5 for softening those regions covering
with dozens of bounding boxes.

LReg =

Di
1 X 1 g
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k
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Here, W (i) is a weight matrix. Initially, we set Wr,c = 1.
For each bounding box R(k) , if (r, c) ∈ R(k) , increases
(i)
Wr,c by λ. Note that W (i) is a 2-dimension matrix, hence
◦ is a broadcasting element-wise multiplication operator,
each channel is scaled with W (i) before calculating L2 loss.
Here we refer this weight matrix as a feature mask to guide
the fitting procedure. Compared with Equation 3, we add
a normalization step for the mask W (i) , with the division
of dimension by sum of mask. In this way, the mask W (i)
combines the local and global within the same loss function.
Note that if each element within mask is the same, our mask
guided fitting degrades to the global feature fitting step with
the mask filled with ones to avoid gradient explosion. This
mask can help our model converge faster and can be easily
plugged into other framework with few extra cost of time.
Implementation Details Our training procedure is split into
two stages. In the first training stage, we are intend to minimize the loss function LReg , combined with both global and
local feature loss. The balance parameters λgi , λli are set to 1,
and λ are set to 0.5 by default. In our second training stage,
we only fine-tune it with ground-truth. Due to the good pretrain model provided in stage 1, our model converge fast and
achieve slightly better results.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our approach in two datasets: PASCAL VOC and
KITTI, with three backbones: VGG16 [9], MobileNet [10]
and ResNet [11]. All teacher models are initialized from ImageNet [12] pre-trained models, following the same hyperparameters described in [8]. Our approach shows significant
improvements on all two datasets with different backbones.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of 1/8 VGG16 guided by VGG16 with
different fitting strategy. It shows that intermedia model
trained by mask fitting converges faster than global fitting in
stage 2.

4.1. Ablation studies
We first conduct ablation studies on VOC2007 dataset to show
the necessity for each part of our proposed method. During
this part, we choose SSD300 detector with the VGG16 backbone as the teacher model and the detector with 1/8 VGG16
as the student. In the first training stage, we run SGD for
220k iterations with a fixed learning rate 0.001. A momentum of 0.9 and parameter decay of 0.0005 (on weights and
biases) are used. In the second stage, we follow the same
hyper-parameters in [8]. Batch size for both training stages
are set to 32.
Global feature fitting. We first compare the feature normalization strategy used for feature fitting. As shown in Table 1,
we compare different feature normalization strategies used for
the feature fitting steps. Here conv4 3 norm stands for the
output feature maps of conv4 3 layer in VGG16 after normalization, and conv4 3 means features without normalization. According to our experiments, fitting conv4 3 layer
shows better result than conv4 3 norm. We also compare
the separate contribution of the global and local feature fitting components. Moreover, it is necessary to set proper loss
weight, because the numerical value of conv4 3 loss is 10x
larger than other loss in fitting. Figure 2 also shows that our
mask guided local and global feature fitting strategy can help
the training procedure converge much faster compared to the
detector training only with the global feature fitting step.
Table 1: Comparison of 1/8 VGG16 guided by VGG16
with different fitting strategies. Since the numerical value of
conv4 3 layer is around 10x larger than other layer, we conduct experiments to choose which layer to fit.
Fit Layer
conv4 3 norm
conv4 3

Global
X
X
X

Local

X

mAP
49.92
54.60
56.88

Supervision information for local feature fitting. A natural question for our method is how to choose the supervision
information for mask, i.e., prior boxes, predicted locations or
ground-truth. First of all, the predicted locations are actually prior boxes with refined regression, which are almost the
same as prior boxes as we use the minimum size of rectangle
with integer coordinate covering bounding boxes. Secondly,
the core of our idea is to highlight those target regions, therefore using ground-truth with most accurate location to fitting
local feature should reach slightly better result. We provide
the experimental results in Table 2 to confirm our point of
view. Teacher model and student model for all methods are
VGG16 and 1/8 VGG16, except masks, which are generated
by different ways. In Fig 3, we present the visualization of
masks generated by different methods, including prior boxes,
predictions and ground-truth.
Table 2: Comparison of student model with different mask
generation methods. prior: using prior boxes to generate the
mask. pred: using the predictions to generate the mask. gt:
using ground truth to generate the mask.
Method
VGG16-prior
1/8 VGG16-pred
1/8 VGG16-gt

1/8

Teacher mAP
77.69
77.69
77.69

mAP
56.88
56.76
57.25

regressor layer for student before distillation can improve the
results even if two network have the same dimension of features, as described in [7].
4.3. Comparison with State-of-the-arts
As shown in table 4, the result of our 1/8 VGG16 even outperforms the detector with 1/4 VGG16 backbone as described
in [6] by 8.18% in VOC2007 while they are supervised by
a similar teacher model. One of the reason may be the fact
that two-stage detector is too complicated to fit even with
their carefully designed method. The other reason may be
the negative effects of dropping global information on their
method. In the meantime, we compare our results with [5].
Note that [5] is aimed to the classification task, and can be
regarded as global fitting when applied in detection.
We also compare the results between our method and the
model finetuning from ImageNet. Most of the time, models
pre-trained in ImageNet are used since they have been trained
with billions of images and can converge faster. But the problem is that if we train a small model, like 1/8 VGG16, we
always get a relative low classification accuracy which will
greatly influence the subsequent detection performance. And
the experimental result also shows that our method has a great
advantage over ImageNet pre-training regime.
4.4. Results on KITTI

(a) Image

(b) Prior box (c) Prediction

(d) Gt

Fig. 3: Local masks of fc7 with different generation methods.

4.2. Results on PASCAL VOC2007
As shown in Table 3, we present the results with different
backbones in PASCAL VOC2007. It is obvious that our
method significantly outperforms the models trained from
scratch and improves nearly 20 points for extremely small student models, like 1/8 VGG16 and 1/2 MobileNet. For 1/2 MobileNet, we also conduct another experiments to distill with
different teachers, which shows that our method can also distill a student with a teacher of different structures and further
confirms that a better teacher model can improve the performance of the student model. Though magnitude of layers in
different model differs, for example, conv4 3 layer in VGG16
produces feature maps with large value, while other models
does not meet that problem, we can also use VGG16 to guide
them. That is because the new added convolutional layer
learns appropriate parameters as regressor. Hence, adding a

To demonstrate the generalization ability of our mask guided
knowledge distillation approach, here we also conduct experiments on KITTI dataset [13]. It consists of 7481 images in
train set and 7518 images in test set with 10 object categories. Since it only provides ground-truth for train set,
we split it into train and val set introduced by [14, 15, 7]
for evaluation, each contains 3682 and 3799 images.
For VGG16 and MobileNet, we fix the learning rate to
0.0005, totally train 55k iterations in the first training stage,
and set the initial learning rate to 0.0005, lower it by 10 at
20k and 25k, finally finished it at 30k. For ResNet, the other
hyper-parameters are all the same as before, but training 30k
in the first stage and 15k in the second stage, lower it by 10
at 10k. As shown in Table 5, we can also draw the same
conclusion with VOC2007.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a mask guided knowledge distillation approach for training single-stage object detector with
small backbones. Our method effectively integrates both
the global feature fitting and local feature fitting into a unified framework, which helps the detector to focus on learning some important local regions which may contain objects
while also preserve the global information which will accelerate the convergence of student models. In addition, our

Table 3: Comparison of student models with different backbones guided with different teacher models on PASCAL VOC2007.
We choose student models trained from scratch as baselines.
student
VGG16
1/2 VGG16
1/2 ResNet-50
1/2 MobileNet
1/2 MobileNet
1/8

teacher
VGG16
VGG16
ResNet-50
MobileNet
VGG16

Teacher mAP(%)
77.69
77.69
71.55
70.43
77.69

FLOPS(B)
1.19
9.36
3.90
1.08
1.08

From Scratch(%)
38.01
63.00
40.53
34.06
34.06

Student mAP(%)
56.88
75.05
63.23
54.53
59.62

Table 4: Comparison of student models with other state-of-the-arts. †: Performance of ResNet-50 is not provided in [6], we
offer the result from our own implementation.
Method
VGG16 [6]
1/8 VGG16 ImageNet
1/8 VGG16 [5]
1/8 VGG16-ours
1/4

teacher
ResNet-50
VGG16
VGG16

Teacher mAP(%)
78.78†
77.69
77.69

Student mAP(%)
48.70
46.23
54.60
56.88

Table 5: Comparison of student models with different backbones on KITTI. We also train student models from scratch.
Student
VGG16
1/2 VGG16
1/2 MobileNet
1/2 ResNet-50
1/8

Teacher
VGG16
VGG16
VGG16
ResNet-50

Teacher mAP(%)
55.73
55.73
55.73
40.86

method can also be easily applied to other single-stage detectors like YOLO [16] and even two-stage detectors. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
approach.
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